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Visioning + Planning Course 

MODULE 5: PLANNING 
If you have opened this from the course website, first, save it or print it. Then, answer the questions 
below. You can either type them in your saved version or write notes on your printed version—
whatever works best for you. It is helpful to date the worksheet and keep it for future reference. 

Instructions: 

For each question, jot down a sentence or two to get started. For now, simply keep track of your initial 
thoughts and reactions. You can always come back and add more detail as you reflect further on these 
questions. You will not be asked to share but feel free to do so if it will help you in your process. 

1) What is your vision?

2) What is your mission statement?

3) What is your pathway(s) for addressing your worst barriers?

4) What are your supports, assets, and resources?
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What are your next steps? 

What are the specific action steps that you will take in the next month?  

These may relate to gathering information, sharing your mission statement with someone you trust, or 
even going back through the worksheets from this course. 

Try to be as detailed as possible. For example? 

Vague? I want to learn about who might be my competition. 

Specific? I will make a list of 5-10 people who do something similar to what I want to do, 
including their names and contact information, their business name, a brief description of their 
business, and the business website or address. 

What tasks, or actions, will you take? 
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